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KCDCHomeDesigns.com
Website-Content-Audit-Report:
July 15th, 2021 John Staude, Success-Stories.us, staudejohn2@gmail.com

Introduction
This report is based on a page-by-page review of your website. I have considered how 

well the site uses persuasive sales copy, considering your desire that your visitors understand that 
your company does everything in home design and renovation and is the best choice for home 
and kitchen remodeling in central North Carolina. 

My goal was to determine whether your site is Clear – Customer-focused – Competitive – 
Conversion-focused and reflects your brand promise, value proposition, and key differentiators 
from other similar companies. I also wanted to see if and how your site can work harder for you 
and produce more conversions and better results overall. To measure the quality of the UX (User 
Experience) your site offers, I looked at such things as web usability and other basic technical 
web aspects such as clear navigation that helps guide visitors, and convenient one-click access to 
product pages and calls to action.   
Messages and Keywords

I investigated whether your placement of keywords and key phrases were woven smoothly 
and ethically into customer-focused messages and code, and I evaluated how messages and 
keywords support your marketing goals by looking at two main areas:

1. Whether or not prospects and customers can find your site in search engines, particularly 
with local searches in NC (and if so, are your messages relevant when you appear in 
rankings?)

2. Whether or not prospects and customers can quickly find answers to these key questions 
from searching through your site:

• What exactly is KCDC?  •What main promise does this company offer me?                                                                           
• What kinds of products, services, and assistance are available?                                                                   
• How is KCDC unique, offering me the best options for my home remodeling needs?                   
• How do I learn more, sign up for services, or contact KCDC with a question?
User-friendliness (Ease of use and navigation)
I measured each page against a 21-point usability checklist. The site scored well at 88% in terms 
of web accessibility.  The user experience could be improved to help visitors quickly find what 
they need and understand how you’re the best choice for them. With some simple usability and 
message improvements, you could increase conversions on your site.
Overall Site Findings: Positives
•The site is visually appealing and easy to scan
•The content—at least what there is of it—is clear
Overall Site Findings: Concerns 

Throughout the site, I see a number of missed opportunities to optimize the content for 
visitors and search engines, such as listing your name and your email and your postal addresses 
and phone number as well as the title of each page atop each page.

Thanks very much for this opportunity to help improve your website’s performance! I can 
offer several recommendations to improve the user experience; increase leads, engagement and 
conversion; and to set your company apart from the competition. May I suggest that we schedule 
a conference call right away to review each page and clarify my recommendations? 

John-Raphael Staude, Ph.D. 
Staudejohn2@gmail.com 

http://kcdchomedesigns.com/
mailto:staudejohn2@gmail.com


21-Point Checklist: How Your Website Performed 
My top 21 essential requirements encompass your site’s 
functionality, visual approach, and messages (optimized 
content). They provide a professional assessment of a 
website’s opportunities for better traffic and increased sales

Criteria and Descrip?ons Yes No
Sort 
of Notes

1.  Mobile-responsive 
It must be mobile-responsive, mee2ng prospects where they’re looking!  
Google penalizes websites that aren't adaptable to smartphones and tablets                    

Short headlines for best readability on mobile x   POSITIVE: 
The site is  mobile responsive. 
Headlines are short and clear .  
OPPORTUNITIES: As a 
local business your site is more 
likely to be included  in a 
search when you add your 
location and your  
contact information atop this 
screen. Do this atop all your 
pages.Consider adding: 
“We care about what we do as 
if it were our own home.” 
Google penalizes websites that 
aren't adaptable to 
smartphones and tablets.        
Short headlines for best 
readability on mobile x Mobile 
iterations of your site do not 
have the most important 
information first or obvious 
calls to action.

Has the most important informa6on first  x   

Follows the other rules of appealing, invi6ng content with 
calls-to-ac6on

  x 

2.     Site Iden5ty - Where am I / what is this?

Company name, logo x POSITIVE: Logo is present.  
“Design Your Dream Space.” is a 
customer-focused headline.  
OPPORTUNITIES: Add your 
company location and contact info 
at top left corner of your home 
Screen. Consider adding a 
headline like: “We meet all your 
design needs in one place. Our 
passion, energy, skills and  
products bring dreams  
alive.” Consider adding some  
bullet points on how you can help 
the person visiting your site.  
I recommend that you add a video 
on your Home Page in which you 
explain what you offer.

Customer-focused tagline x

Headline iden6fying what’s there for the visitor x

3.    Company Informa5on - Who is the company?  People do business with people; build trust. 
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About us: what it means to the visitor  x   POSITIVE: 
ADDRESS AND PHONE are at 
the bottom of the 4TH screen. 
  
OPPORTUNITIES:                       
I Recommend that you have a 
separate “About Us” page in 
which you reveal your name and 
company history, etc. 
This will give you the opportunity 
to introduce yourself  and your 
team with bios.   
 No email listed 
 No Privacy Policy

Contact informa6on (not just a boilerplate form) x   

Footer to enhance legi6macy: x

 Company name  x   

 Physical address  x   

 Phone  x   

 Live link to email   x  

 Privacy Policy link   x  

4.    Content Strength: Clear 
      When visitors arrive at the site, they glance in seconds … deciding whether or not to s2ck around.

What the company does   x  POSITIVE:                                       
“We design your dream space.” 
explains what the company does. 
It can also be inferred from the  
company’s name “Kitchen Cabinet 
Designs”.  
OPPORTUNITIES:You might 
offer more content on your Home 
Page indicating what you do and 
possibly a video. What you 
actually do should be visible 
“above the fold” 

Why it offers the best solu6on   x 

How to find …   x  

What to do  x   

The most cri6cal page elements should be visible “above 
the fold” - the first screen visitors see (laptop, tablet)     x  

5.    Content strength: Customer-focused 
       Remember ... People are on a mission when they go online. They’re oIen searching for answers, solu2ons    

Uses WIIFM-focused language that explains the unique 
benefits of your products and services    x  POSITIVE: “Design Your  

Dream Space.” is WIIFM 
focused. One feels that Lisa is 
speaking to one visitor at a time.  

OPPORTUNITIES: 
You should consider  adding  
a tag line on the home page 
such as“Our passion, energy, skills 
and products will bring your 
dreams alive.” 

Explains how you solve their needs with appealing 
persuasive copy    x

Speaks to one visitor at a 6me  x   

6.     Content Strength: Compe55ve 
       The content offers reasons to choose THIS company / product / solu2on over other op2ons

Makes the reasons obvious from the get-go    x  Much too liVle text

Criteria and Descrip?ons Yes No
Sort 
of Notes
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7.     Content Strength: Enough copy 
      Gives visitors enough informa2on to understand what you do, how you solve a need.  
      Also helps search engines iden2fy your pages as having enough informa2on to help the searcher on Google. 
      How much is too much? Whatever it takes to guide visitors to ac2on.

Has 500-600 words at a minimum per page  x   POSITIVE: Great statement 
under “What We Do,” however
You don’t really discuss what 
you do. It’s more of a statement 
of your values 
OPPORTUNITIES:                          
Add specifics of what services 
you offer on a Services page. 
A blog would be a great asset 
for you. So would an FAQ

Includes a blog   x  

Includes an FAQ page   x  

8.     Content strength: Easy to scan, absorb 
      Content is formaPed in a flow and hierarchy that guides reader along.

Has relevant, solu6on-focused headlines 
(avoids Welcome or labels)  x   

 POSITIVE: Great HEADLINE 

OPPORTUNITIES:  Include  
more content on each page.  
Utilize short paragraphs and  
bullet points. On your Home Page 
talk about why visitors should 
chose you now.

Has short paragraphs  x   

Includes benefit-rich, benefit-first bullets  x  

Includes a summary: Recaps why the visitor should choose 
this now   x  

CTA: strong, clear call to ac6on  x   

Readability: FK 7 or below xx

9.     Content strength: Invi5ng 
      Make sure the content is invi2ng the visitor to engage in some way.  Asks the visitors to:

Watch a demo    x  POSITIVE: You  
have the ability to offer a 3D  
tour of potential renovation.  
OPPORTUNITIES:: Engage  
the visitor. Consider a demo of a 
virtual before and after tour.  
Develop a Newsletter        
Invite visitors to join 
Facebook Fan page, & Twitter  
Create surveys to identify 
customers needs and wants

Sign up for a newsleVer   x  

Join a Facebook Fan Page, TwiVer page and other social 
media communi6es as appropriate, with Icons in an 
obvious loca6on

  x  

Par6cipate in a survey   x  

10.     Content strength: Current

Provides current, fresh content that’s topical and 6mely to 
the user’s interests and needs    x

 POSITIVE: The information  
on the website appears to be  
current.  
OPPORTUNITIES: Add more 
content. The Content (what there 
is of it) is current and flows 
smoothly with no interruptions.         

Gives the reader reasons to come back for new 
informa6on  x  
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No outdated or irrelevant content  x   

is of it) is current and flows 
smoothly with no interruptions.         
It is consistent in voice and tone 
throughout.

11.  Content strength: Smooth flow, no disrup5ons

Adver6sing DOES NOT DISRUPT the primary goal your 
visitor is hoping to solve or accomplish on your site x   

 POSITIVE: There is no  
advertising on the Home Page.  
The photos throughout support 
your content.  
OPPORTUNITIES: Consider 
eliminating photo.  
Use the space for listing  
offerings & benefits in bullet  
points. As suggested above, create 
a video of yourself explaining 
what you have to offer and what 
makes your company the best –  
maintaining focus on the  
prospect – for example aim to  
offer a “champagne look on a  
beer budget”

The same goes for tes6monials, photos, charts, etc. They 
must be suppor6ng the main content flow x   

12.  Content strength: Consistent

Voice, tone and flow are consistent on each page; nothing 
disjointed x   

 POSITIVES: There is an  
offer of a free consultation with  
a large Yellow button and a  
large dark purple button to  
Schedule the free consultation.  
OPPORTUNITIES: Be clear  
about what Free Consultation  
means – is it an assessment to  
see if you can work together.  
An opportunity for them to say  
what they want and to see if  
you’re booth open to discussing  
it further. Consider changing  
Free Consultation & Schedule  
Now buttons to red or orange.  
Research supports the use of  
either color as being more  
effective. 

Lets the visitor know if you’re linking off the site or to a 
different style.   x  

Maintains consistency in all content areas: cap6ons, 
surveys, etc.

x   

Criteria and Descrip?ons Yes No
Sort 
of Notes

13.  Content strength: Conversion Op5mized 
       It’s very clear what you’re promising the visitor will get and how to get it.

CTA (call to ac6on) include 2 things: POSITIVES: There is an  
offer of a free consultation with a 
large Yellow button and a large 
dark purple button to  
Schedule the free consultation.  
OPPORTUNITIES: Be clear  
about what Free Consultation  
means – is it an assessment to  
see if you can work together? 
An opportunity for them to say 
what they want and to see if 
you’re booth open to discussing it 

a.     Big benefit   x  

b.     How to act x   

Text links or beVer … a big, bold buVon x   

“Get my” language  x   

Specific and clear: DO THIS  x   
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Easy (no major hassles to proceed) x   

what they want and to see if 
you’re booth open to discussing it 
further?  
Consider changing  
Free Consultation & Schedule  
Now buttons to red or orange.  
Research supports the use of  
either color as being more  
effective.

14.  Content strength: Links

Helps visitors find links with blue (standard) and perhaps 
underlining them for color-impaired visitors  x  

 POSITIVE: There are no links 
to evaluate now. 
OPPORTUNITIES:            
Consider offering guides with 
sample layouts and be sure to 
indicate the guide is a .pdf.            
Same for a Contact Us email link.  

 

Uses in-text links sparingly so readers aren’t distracted x   

Be specific! Not “Click here” or “Learn more” —  instead, 
“Download your free Cat Diabetes Guide” (keyphrase)  x   

Indicates where visitors are going (PDF, video clip, audio 
clip, email window, etc.)  x  

15.  Content strength: Naviga5on

Makes sure your primary naviga6on runs across the top of 
the page or down the lel, never on the right (the right is 
reserved for special promo6ons, news, and credibility)

x   
 POSITIVES: Primary  
Navigation tabs run across the top  
of the page.  
OPPORTUNITIES:                          
Have a separate page for each: 
Home Page, About Us, Services,  
Testimonials, Portfolio  
(Before/After), Products,  
Contact Us.                                                         
Consider adding a large 
Search Button to your home  
page. 

Groups similar items together  x   

Uses standard naming conven6ons: Home, About Us, 
Contact Us. Don’t use made-up or “clever” words for 
buVon names.

x   

Shopping cart access buVon (if any) is in the upper right-
hand side   x  

16.  Graphics Best Prac5ces for Reader

No Flash: it creates a slower load 6me; some browsers 
and users don’t support it, so it’s invisible or must be 
downloaded

 x   
 POSITIVE: Photos are  
Important for your business, 
but I suggest you use smaller ones. 
OPPORTUNITIES:  
Definitely resize your photos so  
none take up more than ¼ of the 
page. Consider placing your 
photos under a Portfolio  
Tab.  
Be sure to add captions to  
all  your photos to make them 
more accessible to those with 
limited vision and those who 
might be multi-tasking. Make sure 
your photos are of real people and 
of projects you’ve completed. 

 
On
es.

Op6mizes graphics to web-appropriate sizes (large files 
slow down page viewing and annoy visitors)

  x  

Uses relevant, content-suppor6ng photos, not just as 
decora6ons. x   

Uses real-people, real company photos (avoid stock)  x   

Add cap6ons to photos for helpful descrip6ons and SEO 
content   x  

17.  Video and audio

Should be in the off posi6on x   POSITIVE: At the moment 
there are no videos. 
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Gives the visitor the op6on of turning them on with a 
clear PLAY buVon  x  

 POSITIVE: At the moment 
there are no videos. 
OPPORTUNITIES:                  
Since there is no video, we 
don’t know, but one can 
imagine it in the Off position.         
Also include a volume and a  
mute button to control the 
sound.

Includes a MUTE buVon for the sound   x  

Watch the “freeze” image (try to avoid awkward face) or 
off-puong image   x  

Criteria and Descrip?ons Yes No
Sort 
of Notes

18.  Fonts (reader-friendly)

Limits font styles to two or three maximum per site. 
Overdesigning the site can be distrac6ng. 

 x   
 POSITIVE: Good conservative 
choice of fonts. 

Uses special font styles sparingly (such as uppercase 
leVers, bold, and italics) x    

Uses black type on a white background for easy reading … 
especially for the body text where there’s lots of copy x   

 

19.  Accessible 
“Web content should be accessible to the blind, deaf, and those who must navigate by voice, screen readers, 
 or other assis2ve technologies.”

No clear requirements, BUT … best prac6ces includes 
transcripts, PDFs, more    

POSITIVE:  Your site is almost 
fully “… accessible to the blind, 
deaf & those who must navigate 
by voice, screen readers or other 
assistive technologies.” 
OPPORTUNITIES: 
PowerMapper ADA  
Compliance Checker found               
4 Alevel issues on 2 pages  
(unusable for some people);                  
3 AA level issues on 4 pages  
(very difficult to use; and, 2  
AAA level issues (can be  
difficult to use).

Has a good score when  site is tested on ADA website 
compliance checker

   

20.  SEO Essen5als: In the content       

Every page of your site includes keywords in these “power 
posi6ons” within the content for Search Engine 
Op6miza6on:

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 

Headlines  x   

Subheads  x  

Bold text  x   

Link text  x  

Cap6ons   x  
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Home Page Findings and Recommenda?ons 

Although your phone number and address are at the bottom of page 4, they are not atop page 1, 
where they belong. Your site is Mobile responsive, but your Home Page is mute. Let it sing, brazenly 
attracting attention among your competitors like a wooden painted bare-breasted woman posted on the 
prow of an old sailing ship. Yes, you do have some inviting words on the 2nd page with a clear 
Call To Action. But your Home Page could be much warmer and more welcoming, as well as 
more informative.
You miss so many opportunities to appear as the expert or guide to your prospective clients.                   
By remaining silent you give the impression that you’re hiding, or don’t want people to know you.    
In sum, your Home Page feels cold and uninviting. It’s easy to get lost on your site because the site 
navigation isn’t clearly indicated at the top of each page. I have a suggestion: why don’t you place 
your picture right out there in the middle of your Home Page and even dare to make a video 
welcoming people to your site.
Your site identity is not very clear. Your Home Page needs a Title, and there is no Name nor Phone on 
the left at the top of the page, where they should be. I suggest that you might also have a list of bullet 
pointed benefits on this page.Your  headline is customer-focused & your tagline hints at what’s 
possibly there for visitors, but it’s only suggested, not spelled out. We never learn why KCDC might 
offer us the best solution. It’s not clear enough “how to find” anything or “what to do” on your sight 
besides “Schedule a Consultation.” At the center of your Home Page you invite us to “immerse 
ourselves in a virtual reality tour,” but if I should want to do that, I don’t know where to go or how. 
To get people more engaged with your website, link it with Facebook or other social media.

Body of copy  x   

Includes Local SEO details - Town / City   x  

21.  SEO Essen?als: In the tags 
Make sure every page of your site includes keywords/keyphrases in these behind-the-scenes elements for Search 
Engine Op2miza2on:

Title tag: 60-70 character/spaces maximum; real 
sentences are best x   

 POSITIVE:                                                 
The current web page has a title 
tag.                                                                   
18 of the images have Alt tags (An 
Alt tag describes charts, photos 
and other graphics that aren’t 
using text.)  

OPPORTUNITIES:                     
At  present the webpage has no  
Meta description. You will  
want to make sure on your  
redesigned site that each page  
has a unique title and Meta  
description.                                   
None of your images have titles or 
captions  which you must give 
them.                                         
Make sure Alt tags & titles are 
using keyword/keyphrases for 
Search Engine Optimization. 
which will help with your 
accessibility.

Meta descrip?on: Up to 150 characters/spaces in an 
invi6ng/intriguing benefit paragraph   x  

Alt tags (to describe charts, photos and other graphics 
that aren’t text) using keywords/keyphrases (also helps 
with accessibility)

 x  
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The pics on most 
pages of your site are 
too large, taking up 

the whole screen 
with no verbal 
explanation or 
commentary as if 

you assume they are 
self-explanatory! 
Don’t forget that the 
mental age of your 
average visitor is 
about 12.     

When visitors arrive, you can assume that they probably feel lost and would appreciate some 
navigational guidance. Your “Before and After” doesn’t make any sense  because it doesn’t actually 
show any Before and After pictures. That “Before and After” could be impressive and is another 
missed opportunity.That huge kitchen stands there isolated and alone confronting us like a puzzling 
18th century Folly. What are we to make of it? A wasted page!
Page 2 should have an  identifying title like About Us and provide an account of your company’s 
history and accomplishments as well as elaborating on your business philosophy. That’s a nice photo 
of you, Liza on page 3. I like your delightful disarming smile. Your “What We Do” text is warm.  
However, this text doesn’t help me (your visitor) to  know whether or not you offer what I need to 
solve my kitchen problems. May I suggest now that you seriously consider developing a weekly blog 
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and a newsletter. You ask me what you could write about? I suggest that, if you like her style, you 
take Julia Child as a model. As she introduced Americans to The Art of French Cooking, in your blog 
postings you might teach us The art of kitchen creation and repair and fill your posts with 
entertaining teaching stories, often ending with a moral.
You don’t adequately convey your uniqueness nor show why your prospects should choose KCDC 
over your competitors, of which I’ve discovered there are many. All you say is that you “have years of 
experience in residential and commercial design and can make our thoughts and dreams a reality.” 
That’s a good beginning, but you could say a lot more, and be more specific, as your competitors are. 
Speaking of the competition I measured a few websites of theirs against the same criteria as I 
measured yours and found that yours stands up pretty well in comparison with theirs. 

Competitive Sites — Overall Findings: 
I conducted these three Google queries using some common words and phrases I felt searchers would use to 
find what you offer. Based on the results from these searches I visited these three sites. 
(1) Cabinet makers in North Carolina
(2) Kitchen cabinetry in North Carolina
(3) Home remodeling in North Carolina
I measured each of them against our 5C’s™ and rated them from 
A to F, A being the best. 

Kitchen Design Pros.com
Clear and customer focused
Mobile Responsive
2 CTAs atop Home Page w. Phone, but no address!
Scrolling down one finds “real reviews from real customers”
Then “How it Works” with 3 paths to choose from followed 
by a listing of different products with photos.

EdgeWoodCabinetry
No name, address, phone or navigation on HP
Words touting quality work.Pictures of various cabinets
USP: 30 yrs. experience. 
Benefits: Free estimates.Financing availabl

Summary.
While your website has some good qualities, there’s lots of room for improvement. You could easily 
rank higher in search engine results and attract more of your target prospects and customers. There’s 
also a number of ways to provide better user experience while positioning yourself more effectively 
as a clear choice for handsome kitchen cabinetry and home renovation. Just let me know when and 
how you’d like me to proceed.
Thank you for this chance to review your site and provide recommendations. I recommend that you 
have a professional copywriter like myself rewrite the copy for your site.The recommended changes 
I’ve proposed will extend the life of your existing site until you’re ready to launch a complete 
redesign. In case you or anyone from your team needs clarification on anything like SEO metadata, or 
on any of my suggestions, we can schedule a conference soon, at a mutually agreeable time.
John Staude, Ph.D.
staude.john2@gmail.com
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Cell: 858361-8761
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